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ABOUT

My name is Michael Müller and I was born in
Baden-Württemberg in 1995. Currently I am
studying product design in the fourth semes-
ter at the University of Applied Sciences in 
Schwäbisch Gmünd. As a designer, I strive in 
all of my projects for a high functional aspect 
and an appealing and purposeful aesthetics.
 
Additionally, I can not deny the love for motor-
cycles and cars and I spend a lot of free time 
restoring various oldtimers and doing regular 
trips, which gives me mental freedom for new 
creative projects.
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Hochschule für Gestaltung,
Schwäbisch Gmünd

A-level (Abitur)
Technisches Gymnasium,
Crailsheim
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August Ludwig Schlözer Schule,
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Bachelor interim report grade 1.0

Tutor 3x in sequence (drawing course) 

Design patent project ‘C1‘ 

License Agreement with Wilde + Spieth ‘C1‘ 

Restoring and driving motorcycles

Producing music

Drawing and designing

Building movie props

SolidWorks

Rhino

Cinema 4D

InDesign

Illustrator

Photoshop

After Effects

HTML, CSS
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ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 

1.0

C1 stands for Concept One and is an innovative 
chair specially designed for orchestra musicians. 
The best possible comfort and a healthy working 
condition is ensured by individual adaptation. 

The simple construction, the light weight, vertical 
and horizontal stackability improve transport and 
storage sustainably. 

c1-concept.de

semester: III - project partner: Felix Cordes - lecturer: Simon Busse - cooperation project

http://c1-concept.de/


1.1

observation, analysis and research mockups for checking construction with SolidWorks 1:1 prototyping

ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 



1.2

vertical stackabilityseat angle 360° adaptable, the eccentric axis 
moves the seat forward and backwards

continuously variable backrestseat height adjustable from 41 - 48 cm

ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 



1.3

stackability in horizontal directionseat moved 40 mm forwardseat padding in rear position

ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 



1.4ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 



1.5

C1 at the international music fair Frankfurt 2017 license agreement with the german furniture manufacturer Wilde + Spieth, serial production expected in 2018

ORCHESTRA CHAIR C1 
ergonomics I, cooperation project orchestra 



WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 

2.0

‘maw‘ is a vertically running wind turbine for 
the use in public areas. By combining different 
modules, a variety of application areas can be 
covered and the simple modular design allows 
fast mounting on already existing poles, posts, 
lanterns or even trees.

In addition to the low purchase price, ‘maw‘ is
a useful and environmentally friendly support
as a power supply. 

semester: III - project partner: Felix Cordes - lecturer: Ivo Geissner



2.1

research and analysis idea and draft phasis construction with SolidWorks 1:1 model building

WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 



exemplary combination with battery, genera-
tor and LED lighting

shock-absorbing mounting by elastic cables application examples lighting and direct use

2.2WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 



2.3WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 



2.4WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 
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WIND TURBINE MAW 
product design III, project wind power 



VEHICLE FUN.CTION
product design III, project transformation 

3.0

‘fun.ction‘ combines the useful functions of a 
load transport with the advantages of a leisure 
vehicle. Particularity developed for shopping, 
three phases can be easily completed by simple 
and fast transformations: the journey to the 
nearby shopping center, the shopping itself and 
the return transport.

With the smallest possible dimensions and the 
greatest possible agility, ‘fun.ction‘ is a practical, 
manageable and functional vehicle for leisure 
and everyday life. 

semester: II - project partner: Felix Cordes - lecturer: Klaus Marek
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market research, analysis and idea phase pre-models for checking the function construction with SolidWorks 1:3 model building

3.1VEHICLE FUN.CTION
product design III, project transformation 



driving mode: pedal drive, by pulling the lever 
controlled drifting can be initiated

purchasing mode: lifting the upper frame 
creates 135 liters of storage volume

transport mode: the steering rod is folded 
forward and the vehicle is pulled

VEHICLE FUN.CTION 3.2
product design III, project transformation 



3.3VEHICLE FUN.CTION
product design III, project transformation 



CARBURETOR CAD 
SolidWorks & render course 

4.0

With the 3D CAD modelling program SolidWorks, 
a four-barrel carburetor from a Honda CB 500 
Four was virtually constructed and rendered 
with realistic looking materials. A special feature 
is the precision in detail, achieved by modeling 
every one of more than 100 existing compo-
nents. Mechanical connections within the CAD 
model simulate the functionality of the carbu-
retor.

semester: II - lecturer: Gerd Burchard



4.1CARBURETOR CAD 
SolidWorks & render course 



KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 

5.0

How would an MP3 player look like of a freely 
chosen brand? My solution is based on an inten-
sive research and analysis of the brand KTM
and reflects the angular and strong appearance 
of the motorcycles.

Main colors, logos and design features have 
been transferred to an MP3 player with display, 
in order to result in brand affiliation for an
extraneous product.

semester: I - professor: Gerhard Reichert



research and analysis form-finding construction with Rhino rapid prototyping

5.1KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 



EINSATZ
mood board about the application areas of KTM motorcycles

5.2KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 



surface modeling in Rhino

control buttons

upper shell

electronics

side parts

lower shell

on/off button

5.3KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 



5.4KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 

design model with button feedbackrenderings created with PhotoView 360
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5.5KTM MP3 PLAYER
product design I, project shaping the brand 



ICE SCRAPER  WOOD ‘N ICE
product design I, project lasered wood

6.0

‘Wood ‘n Ice‘ is my answer to the question if you 
can design a functional wooden ice scraper. 
Thanks to a robust blade made of oak wood and 
a strong construction of the handle, free vision 
is ensured in every situation. The simple compo-
sition allows fast assembly of the parts, as well 
as destruction-free disassembly for compact 
storage or transport.

semester: I - professor: Franz Biggel



ideation phase pre-models construction with Rhino lasering

6.1ICE SCRAPE WOOD ‘N ICE
product design I, project lasered wood



6.2

four simple components lasered out of wood glued oakwood blade sealing ring for fixing

ICE SCRAPE WOOD ‘N ICE
product design I, project lasered wood
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6.3ICE SCRAPE WOOD ‘N ICE
product design I, project lasered wood



SKETCHES
private projects

7.0

For me, sketching is not only one of the most 
important methods in the design process,
but also an integral part of my leisure time, in 
order to give free rein to creativity.

In addition to vehicles and means of transport,
I also prefer to draw science fiction scenes, 
which are often the starting point for new ideas.

Some of my sketches are created in minutes, a 
fast and precise line is very important to me.



7.1SKETCHES
private projects



WEBSITES
private projects

8.0

On the basis of the programming, which I have 
learned at the technical high school, I improved 
my abilities for HTML and CSS on my own.

With the support of the program ‘Magix Web
Designer‘ four major websites have been 
created, where I present my projects, leisure 
activities and hobbies to the general public and 
to create focused information for the visitors.



8.1WEBSITES
private projects

Compatible to the PDF portfolio all my works 
with further information can be found on the 
Internet.

muellergestaltung.de

My passion for motorcycles is presented 
extensively on the self-designed website 
since 2012.

felgenputzer.de

With traditional HTML and CSS programming, 
‘Bleistiftfresser‘ shows own work from sket-
ches to watercolor pictures.

bleistiftfresser.de

A website for the music fair Frankfurt with 
detailed information about the C1 orchestra 
chair.

c1-concept.de

http://muellergestaltung.de/
http://felgenputzer.de/
http://bleistiftfresser.de/
http://c1-concept.de/


FREE TIME
private projects

9.0

In addition to my studies, I am always looking 
for creative input in my free time. I spend the 
most time with restorating, modificating and 
driving oldtimers, but also the reproduction of 
movie props has fascinated me for a couple of 
years.



9.1FREE TIME
private projects

science fiction model building restoring and driving motorcycles



TUTORIAL
private projects

10.0

Since my second semester, I am an official tutor 
at the HfG Schwäbisch Gmünd, where I support 
students through their preparation for upcoming 
examinations in technical hand sketching.

The basis for the content is the 30-page script I 
created, which includes the theoretical basics, as 
well as practical exercises and solutions.
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